This paper discusses shielding effect of power/ground wires in lower layer. A conducting substrate affects characteristics of on-chip transmission line. Howevcr in many cases on actual chips, there are P/G wires between the signal wire and the substrate that may shield the substrate coupling. We show measurement and simulation results of on-chip transmission-lines with nanow yet many power/ground wires in a lower layer. Experimental results show that narrow power/ground wires in a lower layer in parallel to the signal wire, which are common in LSI power distribution network, shield substrate coupling and suppress substrate. loss. On the other hand, orthogonal power/ground wires in a lower layer hardly mitigate substrate coupling.
Introduction
As improving LSI performance, on-chip interconnect is one of the most significant factors which limit chip performance. To break through the interconnect bottleneck problem, several signaling methods are discussed [ 141. In such high-performance design, accurate modeling of on-chip transmission-lines is needed. Modeling error may cause crucial problems such as impedance mismatch and estimation error in attenuation. A conducting substrate is one of difficulties in modeling on-chip interconnects. The effect of silicon substrate and its modeling are discussed so far [5] [6] [7] [8] . Substrate coupling in a co-planar interconnect structure on resistive substrate has been studied.
However in real chips, there are other power/ground wires and signal wires between the transmission-line and the substrate.
Reference [9] reports that interconnects in lower layers affect the inductance of the transmission-line. The interconnects in lower layers are expected to shield the coupling to the substrate. However the interconnects in lower layers have various dimension, direction and wire density. Therefore it is not clear which wires in lower layers shield substrate coupling. This paper reports the measurement results of transmissionlines with narrow ground wires in lower layer which represent PIC wires in standard cell. Experimental results show the effect of substrate loss depends on the structure of wires in lower layer. If the direction of ground wires in lower layer are orthogonal to the signal wire, these orthogonal wires have no shielding effect and substrate loss is significant. On the other hand, if the ground wires in lower layer are parallel, substrate loss is suppressed. From comparison with 3D field solver, substrate loss is negligible when parallel ground wires exist in lower layer. We reveal that considering parallel P/G wires in lower layer is important and substrate loss is not significant if parallel P/G wires exist between transmission-lines and the substrate. The contnbution of this work is to show which wires in lower layer affect substrate coupling. 
Test structure
This section describes the test structure, The cross section and the top view of the test structure are shown in Fig. 1 . In the top layer (M5), three wires construct G-S-G co-planar structure. Each line width is 4pm and the spacing between signal and ground is S = 2pm or S = 19pm. The length of co-planar line is 600pm. In the lowest layer (MI), we align grounded wires that represent power/ground wire in standard cell. M1 wires are located uniformly in the area of IEOpmx600pm, as shown in Fig. I . Figure 2 shows the detailed structure of MI wires. The structure of MI wires is divided into parallel and orthogonal main branches. In "parallel" structure, MI ground wires are parallel to the co-planar wires in M5. "Orthogonal" has M1 wires that are orthogonal to the co-planar wires. The wire width of M 1 wires is I .2pm, and the spacing is 1 2 p n and 9 . 6 ,~" We decide the dimension of MI wires assuming a 0.ISpm standard cell library. All M1 wires are connected to each other at the end of wires, and connected to the ground pad. For comparison, test structures with a ground plane in MI layer and test structures without MI wires are also evaluated. Figure 3 shows a micrograph of a test structure. We evaluate the interconnect characteristics by using a network analyzer.
Measurement results
Here we show the measurement results. Figure 4 shows the self-resistance of the test structure whose spacing S is 2 ,~"
The curve labeled "plate" is the result that the ground plane is placed in MI layer, and "W/O M1" is that result that no ground wires i n M1. The measurement results are shown in lines with Figure 3 : Micrograph of a test structure (without MI wires). Figure 4: Self-resistance (spacing S = 2pm).
points. The dotted lines labeled "simulated" mean the result of 3D field-solver [ 101 without considering substrate conductivity (substrate conductivity is set to 0). If the measurement result (labeled "measured') agrees with the simulation result, the substrate effect is not significant. From Fig. 4 , the measured results are close to the simulation results. This means that substrate effect is not significant where the spacing S is 2pm. Figure 5 shows the resistance where the spacing S is 19pm. In the results of "w/o MI" and "orthogonal", the simulation result underestimates the self-resistance by about 30%. This is because the simulation result ignores the substrate effect. On the other hand, the simulation results agree with the measured results in the case of "parallel" and "plate". Parallel MI wires behave as current return path and shields magnetic coupling between the signal wire and the substrate. Therefore if parallel ground wires or a ground plane exists in the lower layer, substrate effect on interconnect characteristics is negligible.
From above discussion, parallel ground wires in M I layer prevent the substrate coupling even if the signal-ground spacing is 19pm. On the other hand, orthogonal wires cannot shield
substrate coupling. If there are P/G wires in lower layer and they are parallel LO the signal wire, substrate loss is not significant and considering the wires in lower layer is important for accurate modeling even though P/G wires are narrow.
Conclusions
Substrate coupling and the ground wires in lower layer are discussed. From measurement results, shielding effect of the ground wires in lower layer depends on the direction of wires.
The ground wires that are parallel to the signal wire prevent the magnetic coupling and suppress the substrate loss. When ground wires in lower layer are orthogonal to the signal wire, the self-resistance is almost the same as the result of the interconnect without M I wires. Therefore the substrate loss is negligible if dense power/ground grid such as P/G for standard cells exists in the lower layer.
